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Profile
Professor Adebisi Agboola was born in Ogbomoso, Nigeria. He didn’t like
1
mathematics as a child. “I found it dull, confusing, and difficult” - he says - “I was
interested in, and good at, most subjects in school, but I had no interest at all in
mathematics - despite being told by my parents and teachers how important it was to
acquire a good knowledge of the subject - and for years I regularly failed almost every
mathematics examination.” He developed his interest
in it through the history of mathematics: as a young
boy of twelve, he read David Bergamini’s Life Series
volume, Mathematics, which changed his attitude
towards the subject and inspired him towards a path
that led him to Cambridge first, then to Columbia
University, and a distiguished academic careeer.
Adebisi Agboola’s research focus is on number theory
and algebraic geometry. His work on Iwasawa theory
has been particularly influential, and important
developments in this field build on anticyclotomic
CM Iwasawa theory by Agboola and other number theorists.
He also works on Galois theory and algebraic K-theory, and
has proved substantial new results concerning the Galois
module structure of rings of integers. Professor Agboola has
held several visiting positions at prestigious institutes and
universities around the world, among these the Université de
Montreal, the Institute Poincaré, and the Institute for
Advanced Studies, Princeton, as well as being a frequent
visitor to Cambridge.
1. from: “Mathematicians : an outer view of the inner world”, by Mariana Cook, Princeton University Press 2009

